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January 2023 

ISSUE No. 89 

Submitting articles/images for OME - these can be sent to: 

editor@essendonbwc.org.au 

Next Deadline: Saturday 11th   February 2023 

COVID-19 Restrictions 

All participants in Club events - be they meetings, program events or “non qualifying events” - have 

the requirement to be fully vaccinated or have a valid medical exemption. Wearing a face mask is 

highly recommended when participating in indoor club activities; for example: during meetings 

and while carpooling and when travelling on public transport. 

 

President’s report 

 
Welcome to 2023!  Here’s wishing everyone an enjoyable year of walking and good health.  We have had a 

significant number of members with ailments in the last few months of 2022 so please remember to 

recognise your limits and keep an eye out for the wellbeing of other members on and off the track.  In this 

regard the Committee recently passed the following resolution regarding walking on roads: 

 

“That the club should minimise walking on highways. If it is deemed necessary to walk on highways, members 

should walk single file, wear bright clothing and face oncoming traffic”. 

 

If you are walking in remote areas, don’t forget the club’s personal locator beacon is available free of charge 

to borrow.  Contact me if you need it. 

 

Members celebrated the festive season at two gatherings.  Committee rang a successful Christmas Get 

Together and Scavenger Hunt at Brimbank Park.  Santa even made an appearance but I am told he was very, 

very mischievous.  Maybe he had been on the home brew that day.  Not setting a good example for our 

children who are told to be nice and not naughty.   At the December meeting we had a new Quiz Master – 

Peter Jones – for our traditional Christmas meeting.  A big thank you to everyone involved in making these 

events such fun occasions for our members and visitors. 

 

We are moving to a “new” meeting venue from February.  Our new venue is our old venue, the Moonee 

Ponds Bowling Club!  In January we will have an outdoor meeting in Queen’s Park, between the bowling club 

and tearooms.  

 

Congratulations to Robert Edwards and Kathy Spurling who led their first walk for the club in December. We 

always need new leaders.  When one of our most popular leaders fell ill recently, it reminded us how 

vulnerable our walks program is without new leaders coming on stream. We still need an editor for the Old 

Man Emu and the Committee will have to consider its viability for next year if we cannot find someone. If you 

are reading this please email editor@essendonbwc.org.au and let us know what you think of Old Man 

Emu.  We are open to suggestions on new formats, improvements and volunteers. 

 

Darren

about:blank
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Christmas Event at Brimbank Park 
  

The club Christmas gathering at Brimbank Park took place on November 27th.  

There was a good attendance of members who enjoyed the outing despite the 

cool change and rain showers that arrived at the beginning of the event.  

 

Members took part in a Scavenger Hunt, that saw them scouring the park and 

their cars for a range of items.  One enterprising group even borrowed a ball 

from the neighbouring kids to add to their haul! We also received a visit from a 

rather eccentric (and slim) Santa during the afternoon.  Some very festive outfits 

were also on display. 
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Walking the Larapinta Trail (or bits of it!) – Neil Duncan 
 

In May 2022 I joined a walk on the Larapinta Trail which is on the Western MacDonnell ranges to the west of 

Alice Springs.  The walk had been advertised in the Australian Geographic magazine but was delivered by the 

World Expeditions company.  The whole walk is 223km long and takes about 12 days but our walk was only 6 

days covering about 72km.  The walk was advertised as trekking in comfort as all meals were provided and 

we camped in permanent camps with showers (bucket) and compost toilets. 

 

There were 15 on the trek (maximum number) plus the three guides / cooks and we were particularly 

fortunate with the weather as it was in the low 20’s each day whereas the previous week it had been in the 

30’s.  It was a very personable group with everyone helping each other as needs be – perhaps it was because 

over half the group were doctors or retired doctors.  The three young guides were also excellent as guides 

and cooks! 

 

The walk starts just out of Alice Springs at the Telegraph Station.  From there we gradually climb up hills 

giving great views down to the dry Todd River bed.  Morning tea is amongst boulders in a tributary creek to 

the Todd River then up into the hills again before going under the Stuart highway to Darwin and shortly 

after, crossing the railway line to Darwin. 

 

From here it is a climb to the Euro Ridge where the track goes right to the edge (or short detours for those 

with vertigo) of the escarpment with fantastic views along the ranges and down the valley to Alice Springs.  It 

is then downhill all the way to Wallaby Gap where we had refreshments before our bus took us a few 

kilometres to the camp for the night. 

 

 
Euro Ridge 

 

Day two and we walk from the camp up into the hills with good views from Hat Hill Saddle and then after 

about 7km down to Simpsons Gap where we scan the escarpments for rock wallabies but most  

of us find peregrine falcons instead.    We soak up the atmosphere of the narrow chasm with pools of water 

under the rich red cliffs.  Too soon it is time to board the bus to go to Standley Chasm a busy reserve run by 

the local Aboriginal community.  Here we were given a very informative talk about some of the plants used 

for bush food as we wandered along the track to the Chasm.  Again, the Chasm was awe inspiring with the 

tall narrow red cliffs and pale grey gravel lining the base as you venture in till you reach a small waterhole  
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and boulders blocking the exit.  After lunch we were given a further very informative talk by David the guide, 

on indigenous culture before being transported back to camp. 

 

         
                      Simpsons Gap                                                         Standley Chasm 

 

The next morning, we set off for Serpentine Gorge another fantastic colourful gorge with our first look at the 

MacDonnell Ranges Cycad plants growing in the shade of the cliffs.  Again, this was another important 

waterhole for the local aboriginals.  From here it was a steady climb to the top of the ridge where we were 

treated to great views of a shallow valley to our left and a rugged steep valley to our right and in the far 

distance the comet crater of Gosse Bluff.  Our lunch stop was to be in the shade of two Callitris conifer trees 

but another group had beaten us to it but two smaller trees nearby were good enough.  A short detour took 

us to Counts Point at the end of the ridge and spectacular views down the valley towards the distant Mt Zeil 

the highest mountain in the NT.  It was then a steep trek down the hillside to our camp for the night. 

 

This morning our walk takes us up to the Serpentine Chalet Dam which was a rough boulder scramble to 

reach the abandoned dam which had failed due to porous rock not holding water and raging floods ripping 

out the pipes.  The dam had been built to service the nearby Serpentine Chalet but when Glen Helen opened 

up in the 1960’s the Chalet was no longer viable and closed.   

 

We then stopped in the Inarlanga Pass admiring the fantastic geology as the rocks had been moulded like 

plasticine.  This pass was an important pass for the local tribes but only the men could enter it. 

 

From here it was an easy walk of about 8km to the Ochre Pits with the spectacular walls of colour which 

provide ochre for the aboriginal ceremonies even today.  After lunch we then drove to Glen Helen but the 

Lodge was closed for upgrades so we made do going to the waters of the gorge with a few hardy souls 

having a dip.  
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                     Counts Point                                                                Ochre Pits 

 

 

It was early to bed as we had to be up by 2am for our walk up Mt Sonder for sunrise.  Walking using the 

head torch was surprisingly easy but as we ascended the wind increased and it wasn’t warm.  We had two 

stops for a rest and the guides encouraged us to add another layer but we had put all our layers on at our 

first stop!  Luckily when we reached the top there was little wind and we were able to enjoy our Tim Tams 

and cup of tea or coffee that the guides had brought up, in relative comfort while waiting for the sun to rise.  

We were not the only ones on the top – there would have been 50 – 60 people there.  It was certainly a great 

view and the walk down was a revelation as you see how close to the edge you were in places.  After brunch 

at about 11am it was time for a rest before going for a swim at 2 mile beach on the Finke River in the 

afternoon. 

 

Our final day took us to Ormiston Gorge and the Ormiston Pound Walk.  This spectacular walk takes you up 

into the surrounding hills with great views down into the Pound (amphitheatre) where we  

 

will be walking soon.  Near the end of the Pound the track disappears into the boulders of the Ormiston 

Creek which we scramble through until we come to the Ormiston waterhole.  Here we have to wade through 

the thigh deep waters before climbing the ridge to the lookout.  This lookout shows the immense geological 

upheavals over the millennia and great views down into the gorge we have just passed through.  After lunch 

it is then time to head back to Alice Springs and our accommodation before a celebratory dinner in the 

evening. 

 

Things to watch for. 

 

- The lovely little Hopping Spinifex Mouse – until it comes into your tent to nip a little hole in your backpack 

to eat a muesli bar or chocolate!  Insect repellent on the backpack seemed to deter them. 

- Spinifex grass – usually they are spread far enough apart not to worry, but if you are not watching and you 

walk off the track - ouch! 
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Learn to identify heat exhaustion 

From:  https://www.trailhiking.com.au/preparation/10-tips-hot-weather-hiking 
 

Summer is upon us.  So, we must stay hydrated, carry plenty of water, and be aware of heat exhaustion.  Here 

are some tips from trailhiking.com.au 

Heat exhaustion can occur when you have inadequate or unbalanced replacement of fluids caused by 

physical exertion during high temperatures.  Heat exhaustion can be easily treated as long as the symptoms 

are noticed early and treatment administered as soon as the symptoms begin.  

Symptoms of heat exhaustion 

• Headache 

• Nausea 

• Muscle cramps 

• Cool, moist skin with goose bumps when in the heat 

• Heavy sweating 

• Faintness 

• Dizziness 

• Fatigue 

• Weak, rapid pulse 

• Becoming light headed or dizzy when standing up 

 

How to treat heat exhaustion 

 

• Stop your activity and find shade 

• Loosen clothing or take off any unnecessary layers 

• Wet a rag or shirt and place around neck 

• Pour water on head and face 

• Drink cool water or non-alcoholic, non-caffeinated beverages like sports drinks to help restore 

electrolyte balance 

• Massage or stretch cramping muscles 

• Monitor your temperature for changes in your condition that suggest heat stroke (If the temp 

is 39 degrees C or greater, seek immediate medical assistance) 

• If you are able to get to an air-conditioned building or vehicle do so (Do not sit in hot vehicle 

while waiting for vehicle to cool down. Instead sit outside in the shade). 

 

 

 

 

Membership Summary 
 

There are currently 185 members of Essendon Bushwalking Club. We warmly welcome these new members 

and look forward to meeting them on a walk soon. 

 

Cheryl Walker Paul Bray Roger Taylor 

Natalie Eamsuwan  Jennifer McCurry 

 

 

Ann Cassidy 

https://www.trailhiking.com.au/preparation/10-tips-hot-weather-hiking
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Meet our New Leaders 
 

 
 

Kathy Spurling and Rob Edwards completed the BWV Leaders’ course in 2022.  They led their first walk at 

Queenscliff on Decembers 7th.  They managed to organise great weather as well as an interesting walk.  We 

look forward to more walks from this dynamic duo! 

 

 

 

Leader Training 2023: Advance Notice  

Bushwalking Victoria will run two training weekends at the start of 2023 for club members interested in Leading Walks 

for their club and Smart Phone Navigation.  

The courses are run by experienced teams of trainers and take place in a friendly and supportive environment at 

Westerfolds park.  The courses in March are repeated in April. You are welcome to enrol for one course only, or both 

leader training and smartphone navigation. 

 

The dates for training are: 

   Day Walk Leader Training 

   Registrations Open:  

Sat 11 March          

Wed 1 Feb 

Sat 1 April 

Wed 1 Feb     

   Smart Phone Navigation Training      

   Registrations Open: 

Sun 12 March 

Sat 4 Feb 

Sun 2 April 

Sat 18 Feb 
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Meet the Face behind “Bob Friendly Walks” 

Bob Hamilton 
 

 
 

I joined the Essendon Bushwalking Club in 

November2013.  We were visiting a place called 

Karumba on the Gulf of Carpentaria where we 

encountered a group of people with backpacks 

emerging from the rainforest. I was interested to find 

out who these people were and where had they been.  

I struck up a conversation with one of them and 

discovered that they were bushwalkers from NSW. This 

twigged my interest and when we arrived home, I 

investigated the bushwalking scene further here in 

Victoria and came upon EBWC. After joining this club,  

I have thoroughly enjoyed everything the club has to 

offer. 

 

My advice to new members would be to have the 

right equipment, expect your first walk to be 

challenging and relax and enjoy the friendliness  

 

 

 

and comradery of your fellow walkers because 

they are all good, decent people. 

 

“Bob Friendly Walks” came about when I took 

myself out of my comfort zone and participated in 

a Louise Williams walk to Mt. St. Leonard near 

Healesville. I became quite unwell. However, with 

Louise’s expert assistance she got me the top of 

the mountain.  

 

When people see that it is a “Bob Friendly Walk”, 

they know that there will not be too much rock 

scrambling, hills etc. 

 

The most enjoyable experiences that I have had 

with the club have been Base Camps. The first one 

was in the Blue Mountains and the second one 

was to the Upper Murray area. On each of these 

camps I was able to discover places that I hadn’t 

been to before. 

 

I used to be the Walks Sheets Coordinator for the 

club.  After I was replaced by the online system, I 

didn’t sleep for the first week, worrying about the 

reason why Col sacked me out of the blue with no 

redundancy payout! However, I consider that the 

online booking system is a far superior way of 

communication and it also means that I don’t have 

to go to all the meetings! 

 

In my spare time, I do daily morning walks around 

Horseshoe Bend track in Brimbank Park.  As many 

people already know, I am also the Lions Club of 

Taylors Lakes President’s Consort and assist my 

wife with many of their club activities. 

 

As a boy I chose Essendon footy club to barrack 

for, because it was a suburb close to Coburg 

where I grew up (excluding Carlton!) As a 

teenager, I was able to get to Windy Hill easily. In 

later years I became a member and enjoyed many 

games both home and away.   

 

After six or seven coaches and five or six 

presidents since 2000, will they still be a basket- 

case in 2023?  Time will tell! 
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Unusual Waymarkers 
 

Many long-distance paths in the UK have 

imaginative waymarkers designed to prevent 

walkers from wandering off course. 

 

The Donnington Way. 

Top of the list is this marker, simply featuring an 

enticing mug of frothy ale. The sign speaks for 

itself – thirsty walkers would be well advised to 

follow this route through rural Gloucestershire that 

links the 15 pubs of the Donnington Brewery. 

Starting in Stow-on-the -Wold, the path ends 62 

miles later in the same town. 

(Sounds like one for the bucket list). 

 

Boudicca’s Way 

Walkers following this path, named after the 

legendary warrior queen of the Iceni, need to look 

out for the sword that appears on its waymarkers. 

The route covers 40 miles between Norwich and 

Diss in Norfolk, through lands formerly inhabited 

by the Celtic tribes of the East of England. 

 

The Bunyan Trail 

A silhouetted profile of John Bunyan, author of The 

Pilgrim’s Progress, distinguishes this trail from 

others in the Bedfordshire area. The circular route 

begins in the Sundon Hills Country Park and wends 

its way through Elstrow, taking in places of interest 

connected with Bunyan. 

 

The Jurassic Way 

Anyone walking along this path can be assured 

that huge primordial reptilians are not often 

sighted in rural Oxfordshire and 

Northamptonshire. In fact, its name derives from 

the Jurassic rocks of between 140 and 195 million 

years old that lie beneath the countryside between 

Banbury and Stamford; the shell motif on its 

waymarkers hints at the fossil treasures below. The 

walk’s route is considered to follow a prehistoric 

pathway running along a watershed 

created by ancient limestone escarpments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Call for a volunteer OME Editor 

The committee is still seeking an editor for our bi-

monthly newsletter, Old Man Emu. The role 

involves collecting articles from members, and 

producing a newsletter using our template (Word 

Format). Please contact one of the committee if 

you are able to help us out: 

secretary@essendonbwc.org.au 

 

We would be delighted to hear from you. 
 

 

 

 

New Meeting Location for 2023 

From February 2023, our monthly club meetings will be 

held at the Moonee Ponds Bowling Club, in Queen’s 

Park, Mt Alexander Road, Moonee Ponds.  It will still be 

the 2nd Wednesday of the month, starting at 7.30pm. 

 

 

 

about:blank
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Some Upcoming Base Camps 

 

Daylesford Base Camp – 29 January to 3 February 2023. 
 

Travel to Daylesford on Sunday the 29th of January and return home on Friday the 3rd of February 2023.  Walks 

are scheduled for Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.  We will be recceing these walks for the 

proposed Federation Weekend in October. 

Each walk can be attended as a day trip from Melbourne, but there is no guarantee that there will be 

carpooling from Watergardens – except for Ron’s Firth Park walk on Wednesday. 

 

The club hasn’t programmed these walks for several years, so there may be some obstacles and detours 

following recent storms and flooding.  Due to potential hot weather these walks are easy to easy/medium, 

and we should be finished by early afternoon on each day. 

 

 Details of each walk are as follows: 

 

 

 

Walk 1: Babbington Hill Circuit  Date: Monday, 30 January 2023 

Leader: Col Purchase Distance: 10 kms. 

Grading: Easy.  

 

1. Meet Place and Time: Carpooling from Daylesford Post Office. (Vincent Street) before 9:00am.  

2. Meting Place and Time: Corner of Daylesford/Trentham Road and Tram Street, Lyonville before 

9:30am. 

Details: A walk through attractive forested scenery on the lower slopes of the hill and over the hill-top with 

views of the surrounding country.  Moderate undulations, and one steep hill of about 120 meters. 

 

 

 

Walk 2: Trentham Domino Trail Date: Tuesday, 31 January 2023 

Leader: Col Purchase. Distance: 11 kms. 

Grading: Easy.  

 

1. Meeting Place and Time: Carpooling from Daylesford Post Office. (Vincent Street) before 9:00am. 

2. Meeting Place and Time: Trentham Lions Park (at the end of Market Street (near the railway station) 

before 9:30am. 

Details: Visit Trentham and take an easy walk along the old railway line towards Lyonville.  Moderate 

undulations. 
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Walk 3: Firth Park  Date: Wednesday, 1 February 2023 

Leader: Ron Pearce. Distance: 15 kms. 

Grading: Easy/Medium.  

 

1. Meeting Place and Time: Carpooling can be arranged from Hungry Jacks at Watergardens, meeting 

by 8.00 am.  

2. Meeting Place and Time: Carpooling from Daylesford Post Office. (Vincent Street) before 9:00am. 

3. Meeting Place and Time: If driving direct from Melbourne to Firth Park, it is best to go via Woodend 

and Trentham East and meet at Firth Park Camping Area before 9.30 am. 

Details: Firth Park is situated just off Firth Road deep within the Wombat State Forest. The park has facilities 

for camping, picnicking and barbecues, with old forestry equipment for children to play on. It makes an ideal 

start/finish area for bushwalking around the Wombat State Forest, with plenty of parking. 

This walk is a circuit around the park making use of logging tracks and forestry roads. Some of these tracks 

have been badly eroded and holes left by off road vehicles can be filled with water after rain. These areas are 

easily avoided but boots are recommended, and walking poles would come in handy. There are no steep 

climbs but a few undulations.  Contact Ron if you need any other info. 

 

 

 

Walk 4: Yankee Mine  Date: Thursday, 2 February 2023 

Leader: Col Purchase. Distance: 16 kms. 

Grading: Easy/Medium.  

 

1. Meet Place and Time: Carpooling from Daylesford Post Office. (Vincent Street) before 9:00am.  

2. Meeting Place and Time: Blackwood General Store before 9:30am. 

 

Details: A circuit walk along tracks north east of Blackwood, going past the historic Yankee Mine.  Moderate 

hills totalling a climb of about 200 meters. 

 

Note: The Base Camp is on the online Event Booking system as a reference only, and each walk is listed 

separately.  Therefore, please register for each event separately, so that the leaders have separate walk sheets, 

and contact Col Purchase on (colwilpurc@gmail.com) or 0407 879 751 to advise if you’re staying in Daylesford 

or attending as day trips.   

 

 

Portland Three Capes Walk and Base Camp 

Sunday - Friday, 26 - 31 March 2023 

Leader: Col Purchase 

Travel to Portland on Sunday the 26th of March for four days of walking a section of the Great South West 

Walk around Capes Bridgewater, Nelson and Grant; then return on Friday - or stay longer. Distances will be 14 

km, 15 km, 13 km and 15 km, respectively, which will include walking tracks and along the sand beach at low 

tide. The walk takes in the Blow Holes, Petrified Forrest, Seal Colony, the lighthouse, the Pinnacles and the 

Enchanted Forest. There will be several steep hills and undulations. Details are available on the Club website. 

Book your own accommodation. NOW FULLY BOOKED. WAIT LIST ONLY. 

mailto:colwilpurc@gmail.com
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Rail trails of North East Vic and Tumbarumba 

Bike Ride and Base Camp 

(12 days) Sunday – Thursday, 23 April – 4 May 2023 

Darren McClelland 

Day bike rides ranging from 30 km to 65 km. For more details, email darrenlmcclelland@gmail.com. 

Warburton Walks and Base Camp 

Tuesday - Friday, 25 – 28 April 2023 

PENDING 

Grampians Peaks Trail (Stage 2) Walk and Base Camp 

Monday – Friday, May 1 – 4 

Bill Casey  

Continuing the walk along the Grampian Peaks Trail with some steady climbs requiring good fitness level. Up 

to 20 km of walking per day. Not suitable for novice walkers. Staying at Halls Gap. Suggest you book Sunday 

to Thursday night. 

 

From the Archives – by Hilary May 
 
 

AROUND SUNBURY WITH MICHAEL 

Today Michael took us for a very pleasant stroll around Sunbury which included some rather country like 

tracks. 

 

We parked at The Nook with Ron hitching Mary up into a nearby tree for her photo. With the hitching and 

lifting, it looked like we were going to have the first accident for the day . 

 

Wild life and wild things were encountered. Rabbits and kookaburras for the wildllife  and the wild things were 

represented by a driver of a station wagon doing burnouts . Gabby was hot on his trail by ringing the 

police  straight away. 

 

Morning tea at the picturesque Platypus Pool. Plenty of talking but no platypuses spotted .Lunch on the other 

side of Spavin Lake . Obviously there were more men than ladies today as lunch time discussions were 

focussed on lawn mowers  and whipper snippers. Ryobi versus Stihl , 

 

Post lunch entertainment was kicking  a pink football around. Alanwas good on the punt but Kevin declared 

he had kicked a goal getting it thru the 2 trees. “Point” declared Gabby. “it touched the tree on 

landing”!  Perhaps the enthusiasm of the kick was the downfall of Kevin,s trousers. A big split appeared in the 

front in a relatively immodest area. While Kevin was bemoaning  his new airconditioning, he was showered 

with advice re mending, location of Kathmandu stores and even better, the local opshops. 

 

The Rupertswood gatehouse has now reopened, so we took over the pleasant Room 2 for our refreshments 

which made a nice ending for our enjoyable day around Sunbury.  Thanks Michael 

  

about:blank
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That’s It Folks! 

Thanks for a great year of walking in 2022 and looking forward to more adventures in 2023. 
 

           

           
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Information 

Contacting the Club /General Enquiries 

Email: secretary@essendonbwc.org.au 

Postal Address: The Secretary, Essendon Bushwalking Club Inc., P.O. Box 32, Moonee Ponds 3039 

Club Web Page: www.essendonbwc.org.au 

Clubs Walks Program: This is available on the Club website or posted to members who have pad for mail 

outs. 

Loan Equipment: Contact Ron Bell (93613236) to hire a tent or backpack. 

Club Fees:  

• Annual Membership fees apply from 1st June to 31st May.  Membership fees not paid two weeks after the 

June AGM render the member non-financial.  

• 2022 -2023 Annual Membership fee is $45.00 plus $10.00 if you require a copy of Old Man Emu posted to 

you. 

EBC Committee for 2022 – 2023 

Executive Members: Darren McClelland (President), Louise Williams (Vice President), Kathy Andison (Secretary), 

Glenda Bradley (Treasurer); Ordinary Members: Leanne Cleary (Membership Secretary); Carmel Kozolup,  

Mary Moskal, Rose Perich and Dianne Whitmore. 
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